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With Wireless Solutions for CCTV, long gone are the days of massive investment with depreciating assets. 
The latest surveillance technologies present a wealth of cost savings, superior quality footage, enhanced stor-
age and truly scalable solutions. Numerous are the benefits: no wires (obviously), ease of installation, flexibil-
ity, wide distance coverage, cost effective on the long run. Wireless CCTV differs from hard-wired CCTV for ex-
actly that reason. It is wireless. Instead of using wires to transmit video and audio, it uses radio signals to 
transmit data. Furthermore, installation of wireless CCTV systems is very simple and they can be connected 
directly to a TV or monitor for viewing.  
 
For an indoor use, Wireless CCTV cameras can transmit video and audio up to a maximum of 100 meters line of 

sight or up to 30 meters when passing through ceilings and walls. However the closer to the receiver is to the camera, the 
higher quality the image will be. Despite many concerns about reliability of Indoor wireless, this market is starting to spread 
whereas the main innovation and boom in business is for Outdoor use. With so many apparent advantages, more entities are 
making the switch to Outdoor CCTV Wireless solutions. Still two main concerns: Quality & Security… when quality is con-
cerned, Wireless systems are now of a standard that makes high quality, high definition, reliable evidential footage a reality. 
What‘s even better is that wireless systems can be tailored so that different modules within the system work to differing quality 
levels and bandwidths according to need. 
 
Now regarding Security, A wireless CCTV system from a reputable provider like Fluidmesh, will feature in-built approved secu-
rity encryption systems to protect all data being transmitted. Wireless CCTV systems, like any other product or service, are 
closely governed by set industry standards – both in terms of the technology used and the installation process adopted. Com-
pliance with such standards is something any provider would be happy to demonstrate. Contact us to know more about this. 

Roger Ghostine 
Regional Business Development Director, MENA - Harco Group 
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Editorial 

 
Arecont Vision 

MegaVideo®Compact Dual Sensor 

H.264 Dual Sensor Day/Night Indoor Box-Style Compact IP Camera with Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) 

·  Small Size for Flexible Mounting Options 
   ·  Many Lenses to Choose From 
   · 3MP WDR + 1.2MP B/W Dual Sensor Camera Offers Strong Perfor-

mance in Low Light and High Contrast Lighting Conditions 
   · True WDR up to 100dB at Full Resolution: See Clearly in Shaded and 

Bright Light Conditions Simultaneously  
   ·  Use with Arecont Vision Housings, or as a Standalone Camera (Dual 

Sensor Model is Incompatible with D4 Series Housings) 
    

· PoE  
· Dual Encoder H.264/MJPEG 
· Privacy Mask, Motion Detection, Flexible Cropping,  
  BRate Control, Multi-Streaming and Forensic Zooming 
· PSIA Conformant 
· Fast Frame Rates 
· New User-Friendly Webpage 
· Reduced Overall System Cost 
· Made in the USA 
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Arecont Vision 

MegaView® 2 multi-megapixel cameras provide ample resolution to zoom-in for details in live or recorded video. These indoor/ 
outdoor all-in-one solutions integrate a 1.3-, 1080p, 3-, 5-, or 10-megapixel camera with fast frame rates and an IR corrected 
motorized vari-focal P-iris lens into an IP66 environmental rated, impact resistant bullet-style housing. H.264 compression reduc-
es bandwidth and storage requirements while delivering full frame rates and full resolution without sacrificing image quality.  

 All-in-One H.264 Cylindrical (Bullet-Style) Solution 

 Remote Focus/Zoom with P-Iris Lens 

 P-Iris Control to Get Best Depth of Field and Image Clarity 

 IP66 Vandal-Resistant Housing 

 Total PoE Solution (No External Power Required for IR LEDs) 

 Casino ModeTM to Maintain 30fps 

 IR LEDs 

 Privacy Mask, Motion Detection, Flexible Cropping and Forensic Zooming 

 True Day/Night Functionality with Mechanical IR Cut Filter 

 Dual Encoder H.264/MJPEG 

 Easily Adjustable 3-Axis Wall Mount, Junction Box Included 

 User-Friendly Webpage 

 PSIA Conformant 
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ExacqVision 

Bookmarking and Case Management Features Highlight exacqVision 6.2 Release 

Exacq Technologies, part of the Security Products business unit of Tyco (NYSE: TYC), introduces the ability to seamlessly 
―bookmark‖ important video, audio and data with the release of exacqVision 6.2—the latest release of the company‘s Video 
Management System (VMS) software. Version 6.2 also includes EasySupport for streamlined online technical support; and the 
ability to quickly find important cash register and other point-of-sale (POS) data with Transacq Search. In addition to software 
for the client and server, this release also includes updates to the Exacq Mobile app, the exacqVision web client and Enterprise 
System Manager (ESM), a health monitoring program for use with exacqVision networked video recorders (NVRs).  

With bookmarking and case management, exacqVision users can permanently save, label and manage important video, audio 
and data to an exacqVision server. Users can name and add notes to each bookmark. Additionally, all bookmarks are retained 
and protected against deletion. Users of exacqVision Enterprise have the added Case Management feature which allows for mul-
tiple bookmarks to be arranged into ―cases‖ for powerful and simplified viewing, exporting and administration  

The latest Exacq Mobile app (Version 3.6) for iOS, Android and Windows Phone 8 devices allows users to view and utilize video 
meta-data for a timeline search. The video meta-data is displayed under the recorded video to indicate motion, alarm and con-
tinuous recording events in the same way as the exacqVision client and web client. Support for Active Directory and LDAP is 
now available for the Exacq Mobile app and the exacqVision web service for exacqVision Enterprise users. Active Directory and 
LDAP are commonly used by IT administrators to provide user privileges throughout an entire domain type network. The web 
client has also added the powerful thumbnail search feature that is available on the native client.  

exacqVision 6.2 adds the new 

EasySupport feature with the addi-

tion of the ―Support Diagnostics‖ 

option on the client. With a few 

clicks, a user can automatically 

send important system information 

directly to the exacqVision technical 

support team where it is typically 

viewed and responded to within a 

single business day. The ex-

acqVision VMS now supports over 

1,900 IP camera models from the 

industry‘s leading manufacturers 

including Arecont, American Dy-

namics and many more... 
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Arecont Vision 

MegaDome®2 

H.264 All-in-One Motorized P-Iris Lens Day/Night IR Indoor/Outdoor Dome IP Cameras  

with Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) and STELLAR™Models 

MegaDome® 2 multi-megapixel cameras provide ample resolution to zoom-in for details in live or recorded video. These indoor/
outdoor all-in-one solutions integrate a 1.2, 1.3, 1080p, 3, 5 or 10-megapixel (MP) camera with fast frame rates and an IR corrected 
motorized wide angle or telephoto vari-focal lens into an IP66 environmental rated and IK-10 impact-resistant dome housing. Re-
mote focus and remote zoom make MegaDome® 2 easy to install and manage. MegaDome® 2 cameras are also available in manual 
lens models. 
  

·          Remote Focus/Zoom Motorized Auto-Iris or P-Iris Lens (AM/PM Models) 
·          P-Iris Control to Get Best Depth of Field and Image Clarity (PM Models) 
·          Wide Angle or Telephoto Lens Options 
·          Optional True WDR up to 100dB at Full Resolution Available on Some 1080p and 3MP Models: See Clearly in Shaded and          

Bright Light Conditions Simultaneously 
·          STELLAR™ Low Light Technology Reduces Motion Blur, Noise and Storage Requirements, While Enhancing Contrast and 

Allowing Color Imaging in Near Complete Darkness on 1.2MP Models 
·          Heater and Optional Audio and IR LEDs (No Heater Required for WDR Models) 
·          SDHC Card Slot for Onboard Storage (-S Models) 
·          Casino Mode™ Guarantees Continuous 30fps Frame Rate Required by Gaming Industry Regulations (AV2255 Models) 
·          CorridorView™ Allows 90° Image Rotation for Better Coverage in Hallways and Corridors 
·          Binning Mode for Strong Low Light Performance on 3MP, 5MP and 10MP Resolutions 
·          True Day/Night Functionality with Mechanical IR Cut Filter and Optional IR LEDs 
·          Outdoor Rated IP66 and IK-10 Impact-Resistant Housing 
·          Total PoE Solution (No External Power Required for Heater and IR LEDs) 
·          PoE and Auxiliary Power: 12–48V DC/24V AC 
·          Easily Adjustable 3-Axis Gimbal 
·          Dual Encoder H.264/MJPEG 
·          Privacy Mask, Motion Detection, Flexible Cropping, Bit Rate Control, Multi-Streaming, Forensic Zooming and Non-Integer   

Scaling 
·          Fast Frame Rates 
·          PSIA Conformant 
·          User-Friendly Web Interface 
·          Reduced Overall System Cost 
·          Made in the USA 
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ExacqVision 

Browser-Based Health Monitoring System 

With constant server health monitoring. Receive an e-mail notification or use ESM‘s browser-based dashboard to receive imme-
diate notification of system errors and warnings. 

Maximize Uptime of Your exacqVision Enterprise Recorders 

Using the intuitive dashboard to visually confirm the health of all exacqVision recorders from a PC browser, tablet or smartphone. 

Instant Health Assessment of All exacqVision Enterprise Recorders From Anywhere 

Allow individual users, or groups of users, to be e-mailed 
real-time or periodically for over 25 user selectable errors 
and warnings such as VMS Recorder offline, storage warning, 
drive failure, temperature alarm, or camera disconnected. 
Sleep easy knowing you will be notified of critical problems 
without being bugged about minor issues. 

Highly Flexible E-mail Notifications 

With scheduled software updates. In a matter of minutes, you can 
schedule hundreds or thousands of recorders to receive the latest 
exacqVision software update. Minimize business interruptions by 
scheduling updates during off hours. 

Reduce Software Maintenance Time 

Events to confirm camera uptime and proper positioning. 

Monitor Camera Health 

New exacqVision ELP-Series Network Video Recorder  
Powerful, cost-effective IP video surveillance NVR offers high reliability with minimal set-up time  

 
 
Exacq Technologies, has expanded its line of  network video recorder (NVR) 
solutions with the introduction of the new cost-effective, professional ELP-
Series, featuring  hybrid and IP camera servers. These servers utilize the 
exacqVision VMS software and are scalable with all exacqVision systems.  
  
Hybrid ELP-Series NVRs include 8 or 16 analog camera inputs for instant 
connection of analog security cameras and can host p to 24 IP cameras. 
The ELP IP Camera Server is designed for IP cameras and encoders exclu-
sively, with up to 24 IP cameras per system. All of the ELP-Series recorders 
include the exacqVision Professional VMS software with four IP camera li-
censes and are easily expandable to 24 per server.  
  
Up to 8 terabytes of internal storage is currently available with the exacqVision ELP-Series, which utilizes continuous-duty, 
enterprise-class hard drives for high reliability operation. The ELP-Series also features and internal mSATA drive which 
stores and runs the exacqVision VMS software and the Linux operating system. This provides quick system start up and add-
ed overall system reliability.  
  
Designed for easy, out-of-the-box deployment, the ELP-Series comes pre-loaded with exacqVision Professional video  
management system (VMS) software. The powerful exacqVision VMS software allows users to monitor video, audio and data 
in real time. Additionally, users can conduct investigations on recorded video, audio and data and search across multiple 
servers seamlessly. Users can administrate the system and view video directly from the server using the included  
exacqVision client. Remote users can access the ELP-Series—along with any exacqVision system—using the exacqVision  
client (Windows, Linux, Mac), the exacqVision web client, and the exacqVision mobile app (iOS, Android and Windows Phone 
8 devices). Client software and mobile applications for exacqVision are freely distributed and available for most operating 
systems.  
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ACIC ActivityDetection 2.3 is the new and even better version of ACIC high performance video analy-
tics software. 
 
As a reminder, ActivityDetection  is a full featured video analytics solution allowing multiple simulta-
neous scenarios detections from intrusion in an area, crossing of one or several virtual lines and de-
posit or withdrawal of objects in a zone. Each scenario can be configured for people, vehicles or user-
defined objects size and speed. ActivityDetection - Edge uses ACIC algorithms that have already pro-
ven their robustness in extreme indoor and outdoor conditions.  
The integration with Exacqvision VMS makes ACIC ActivityDetection 2.3 the perfect solution for secu-
ring sensitive sites. 
 
In this new version the level of flase alarmes is again reduced with new filters specifically targetting 
artefacts due to shadows and other illumination effects. 
 
In the coming versions of ACIC ActivityDetection, the capabilities with PTZ cameras (work on presets) 
and autotracking will be improved. 

ACIC ActivityDetection 2.3 : New & Improved 
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Fluidmesh delivers reliable fiber-like performance via unlicensed wireless 
spectrum – providing connectivity for mission critical video, voice, and data. 
 
Over the first ten years, we saw Fluidmesh become the choice of customers 
who wanted to bring network connectivity without the inconvenience, time or 
expense of running wire. Recently, Fluidmesh raised the bar – providing 
uncompromised performance to places wire simply cannot go. 
 
Naturally—Fluidmesh thinks a lot about connecting things to each other and 
ultimately to the Internet. While there are a lot of technologies that can 
connect simple things, say a phone, what about the world‘s more complicated 
things?  
 
As the world‘s Internet of Things develops, Fluidmesh will play a critical role by 
bringing broadband connectivity to sites and in environments that are today 
too hard or large to connect, such as high-speed moving vehicles and trains, 
large-scale industrial sites, distributed infrastructures and complex urban 
environment. 
Fluidmesh wireless products are the enablers of outdoor and large-scale 
applications of the Internet of Things: smart cities, urban video-surveillance, 
connected vehicles and trains, and industrial automation.  

HIGH RELIABILITY 

Fluidmesh wireless products offer the highest resiliency to interferences by using a 

patented ―smart control‖ on packet retransmission. It‘s some pretty fancy stuff and it‘s 

the reason why some of the world‘s most demanding customers have chosen Fluidmesh. 

LOCKED AND SECURE 

Sometimes it takes a geek to stop a geek. Fluidmesh innovative transmission protocol is 

built to overcome the limits of standard wireless protocols security and to deliver an 

infrastructure that keeps those pesky hackers away. Thanks to its proprietary protocol 

and AES encryption, Fluidmesh is a trusted vendor of the US Army, US Navy and many 

other military forces around the globe. Connecting things – it’s what we’re about! 
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Raytec 
 

Raytec Launch All-in-one VARIO Hybrid  

As part of the VARIO family, VARIO Hybrid benefits from the full set of 
unique VARIO features including: ‗Interchangeable Lensing‘ to quickly 
and easily match the beam pattern to the camera FOV, elliptical beam 
patterns with ‗Hot-spot Reduction Technology‘ for enhanced images 
and greater distances, ‗LED Status Indicators‘ for easy diagnostics, and 
a hand-held ‗VARIO Remote Control‘ for easy set-up and adjustment 
from ground level. 

Raytec have expanded their flagship range of VARIO illuminators to include a new, all-in-one Infra-Red and 
White-Light solution - VARIO Hybrid. 
VARIO hybrid seamlessly combines Raytec‘s latest Infra-Red and White-Light LED technology into a single 
unit for easy installation and increased functionality. 
 
VARIO Hybrid works in conjunction with external detectors or alarm inputs to provide event triggered light-
ing on demand and proactively deter crime. The Infra-Red can be used for general CCTV surveillance and 
the White-Light can be triggered only when needed on alarm via external devices, e.g. on detection of a 
subject, to act as a visible deterrent or to provide additional colour picture information.  
 
Illumination on demand is highly effective at deterring crime and also reducing the system‘s running cost 
and environmental impact. The same illuminator can not only provide IR illumination for video surveillance 
or act as a visible deterrent, but can also provide a safe and well lit area for pedestrians or workers when 
they enter the area.  

The VARIO range already includes a number of  industry firsts such as 
VARIO IP PoE - the first ever CCTV illuminator to integrate into a VMS, 
and it is now further strengthened with the addition of new specialist 
solutions such as VARIO Hybrid, VARIO Lighthouse Kit and VARIO D-
Zoom. Raytec and all our people are proud to be 100% focused on 
lighting and we always strive to offer innovative solutions with real, 
tangible benefits to the global market  

For more information on VARIO Hybrid and the 

VARIO family of illuminators visit 

www.rayteccctv.com 

http://www.rayteccctv.com
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Riva 
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Nexsan 
 

Nexsan by Imation has redefined state of the art data storage over the past 10 years to reach a new stage 
in the E-series storage systems! 

 
The E-Series storage system delivers industry-leading density and power efficiency for the smallest storage footprint with up to 3X the 
capacity in the same space as a typical. E60 holds 240TB in 4U and E48 with 192TB in 4U, using AutoMAID™ energy saving technology 
consuming 85% less power when idle, saving your business from unnecessary costs. 
Nexsan solutions have highly reliable density storage arrays turbocharged for high performance. You can also benefit from our special 
launch configurations 16, 24 or 32 disks! Choose from 1Gb or 10Gb iSCSI, 8Gb Fibre Channel and 24Gb SASx4 I/O options. 
 
Take a step ahead, stand out from the competition and increase your sales margins with Nexsan.  

 

OPTIMIZE YOUR CAPACITY NEEDS NOW & EXPAND IN THE FUTURE 

The E-Series V storage arrays and expansion units offer mid-size organizations affordable enterprise-level Fibre Channel, SAS and/or 

iSCSI SAN storage used for a variety of capacity-optimized and performance-driven applications. 

For larger organizations, E-Series V is a versatile SAN or DAS solution to stay ahead of the enormous data growth, demanding work-

loads, and high resiliency requirements in media & entertainment, government, healthcare, HPC, financial, surveillance and service 

provider sectors. 

TURBOCHARGE YOUR PERFORMANCE FOR ULTRA-FAST WRITE SPEED 

E-Series V features an advanced active/active controller design, including use of a dedicated hardware engine, or ―turbocharger‖, 

which accelerates RAID parity generation and doubles the sequential write performance over the prior version of E-Series. The turbo-

charged E-Series V is ideal for back-up and recovery applications and continuous data streaming bulk storage applications. 

ACHIEVE MORE EFFICIENCY IN HIGHER DENSITY THAN TYPICAL ARRAYS 

Organizations deploying E-Series V san storage arrays can mix and match capacity-optimized HDDs 

and performance-optimized HDDs and SSDs to meet performance and capacity needs. E-Series V 

arrays consume less than one-third of the power in one-third of the rack space of typical arrays, with 

up to 240 terabytes of capacity in just one 4U, and up to a total of 720 TB in a fully-scaled, 12U con-

figuration. 

With E-Series V systems, you can engage Nexsan AutoMAID® disk management capabilities to re-
duce power consumption by up to 87%, lowering operating expenses and extending the overall life of 
the system. 

ENSURE YOUR DATA IS PROTECTED WITH QUALIFIED, RELIABLE DESIGN 

The E-Series V storage array exceeds the most stringent reliability demands, leveraging an innovative hardware design including Cool 
Drive TechnologyTM and anti-vibration design that significantly reduces heat and vibration while improving system reliability and per-
formance. The reliability of E-Series V is qualified through extensive stress testing before shipment. Array-based snaps and asynchro-
nous replication extend E-Series V data protection capabilities.  

ACCESS YOUR DATA CONTINUOUSLY 

The E-Series V features multipathing support and dual redundant, hot-swappable active components. As an administrator, you will 

receive SNMP alerts or email notifications of component failures. Upon drive failure, a spare drive is automatically rebuilt into the RAID 

set for complete business continuity. 

With up to 16GB of battery-backed and flash-protected cache per controller, the E-Series V solution mirrors cache between controllers 

in a dual controller configuration. Active Drawer TechnologyTM overcomes the challenges of competitive arrays by allowing a technician 

to service a drawer of drives easily while keeping your data available. 

https://ustv-sitecore1.nexsan.com/library/automaid.aspx
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Harco Partners’ Certificates 

 
CCTV Toons 

In a gesture to honor  and show our deep appreciation to the long term and fruitful business relation with our 
partners, Harco Group has distributed many certificates to a selected group of our most valued partners across 
the ME region. 

Year 2013 Best Performing Partner in Egypt was discerned 
to G4 Security Solutions. You can see Mr. Mark Lipton—
Managing Director—and G4S team receiving it from Mr. Khaled 
Shehata, Harco BDM for Egypt in front of G4S building in Egypt 
in the picture at the right. 

Year 2013 Best Active 
Partner was discerned to 
Monitoring for Elec-
tronic Systems in Jor-
dan. By Mr. Roger 
Ghostine, our Regional 
Business Development 
Director, here in the pic-
ture (left) with Mrs. Latifa 
Talbi, Monitoring‘s Man-
aging Director. 

Year 2013 Best Active Partner in KSA was discerned 
also to aDawliah Electronic Appliances. Both Mr. 
Ghostine and Mr. Shehata presented it to the Project Man-
ager Mr. Sayed Hamed Abubakr. (right picture) 

 

Office suggestions box 
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